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ABSTRACT The concept of Energy Internet has emerged from the limitless possibilities of energy sharing
networks formed by interconnection of electricity producers cum consumers (prosumers) with renewable
energy sources/systems, electric loads, and storage devices. Energy Internet represents a radical transfor-
mation of traditional electricity system by orchestrating real-time bidirectional power, communication, and
money flows. This transformation is expected to be resultant of ongoing renewable energy transitions and
evolution in the energy technologies such as smart grids, storage devices, vehicle-to-grid, etc. Energy Internet
will rely on wide spectrum of Information and Communication Technologies such as Internet of Things,
Artificial Intelligence, Blockchains, Payment Interfaces, etc. These technologies have achieved a state of
evolution to facilitate seamless bidirectional flows in the Energy Internet. This paper has attempted to study
the aptness of Energy Internet for a transitioning electricity system by focusing on national electricity systems
across the globe. Firstly, study delves into discussion on studies related to smart grids since it is the precursor
of Energy Internet, and various other studies which discuss the developments that likely to enable smooth
transition of present electricity system to Energy Internet. Secondly, a systematic review of literature related
to state-of-the-art of Energy Internet is performed to outline its structure, operational features and energy
market mechanisms. We find that while system infrastructures, technologies, and operational principles
across globe are adequately ready for the transition to Energy Internet, hindrances put forth by the policies,
regulations, government agencies and institutions need to be addressed to realize a nation-wide Energy
Internet.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, energy Internet, energy transition, peer-to-peer energy trading, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION
National electricity systems are going through transitions
worldwide which are driven by renewable energy systems
and low carbon technologies. Shift in investment focus from
large-scale conventional fossil-fuel based power generation
systems to large number of small-scale distributed renewable
energy systems is the preferred choice. Planning and man-
aging an electricity system with large number of producers
as well as consumers where the transactions are dynamic
and real-time are complex and challenging for a legacy grid
system. Thus, there is a sheer need for a transition towards a
futuristic energy system that has all the capabilities to address
such challenges. Bi-directional communication among the
producers, consumers, and the utility play an important role
in management of such futuristic electricity systems. This
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communication channel can be further developed into an
energy trading mechanism, where the price of electricity can
be derived in such a way that all participants are benefited.

The concept of Energy Internet has evolved from this
thought process, where consumers (including residential pro-
sumers) and generators (including industries with captive
generators) with varying power consumption and genera-
tion levels are facilitated to participate actively in the power
transactionmechanism. Energy Internet integrates millions of
heterogeneous prosumers to the network. Participants of this
transaction mechanism are called Energy Cells. The priorities
of such energy cells are varied according to the patterns of
their energy consumption, local electricity generation poten-
tial, storage capacity, and availability of the dispatchable
loads. In addition, there are technical and resource con-
straints. These have made Energy Internet a highly desirable
but very complex system to operate. At present, there is no
working model of Energy Internet under operation across the
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globe and the literature is scarce, making the research in this
area significant, novel, and timely.

Concept of Energy Internet is relatively new, and studies
by Tsoukalas [1], [2] and Rifkin [3], [4] are known to be the
earliest attempts to study the Energy Internet. These stud-
ies inspired development of the concept of Energy Internet
as an energy sharing network model for small-scale energy
prosumers like households with solar rooftop. Rifkin pre-
sented Energy Internet as third industrial revolution, whereas
Tsoukalas proposed Energy Internet as a successor to smart
grid. Huang [5] developed the framework of Energy Internet
by conceptualizing energy cells, and utility cells. Su and
Huang [6] further developed the concept by introducing
possibility of a day-ahead energy market for the residen-
tial prosumers. This energy market framework is formulated
using non-cooperative game-theoretic algorithms. Further,
Zhang et al. [7] extended the work of Su and Huang [6] by
modelling coalitional scenarios of energy cells using n-person
cooperative game. These studies developed a day-ahead
energy market for Energy Internet and tested the model with
IEEE test 13 node data to analyze the performance. However,
a model of Energy Internet is not yet studied with real-world
data.

An important aspect missed out in the literature is
the absence of real-time electricity grid balancing mech-
anism for the Energy Internet. Though, Dabbagh and
Sheikh-El-Eslami et al. [8] presented a study on day-ahead
energy market and balancing energy market which is apt
for a micro-grid. Modern grid technologies such as vehicle-
to-grid (V2G), and peer-to-peer trading platform using stor-
age devices are integrated into the electricity system, but the
peer-to-peer market is not designed to fit into a blockchain.
Having said that, one of the first study which conceptually
elaborated a smart grid based peer-to-peer energy market
based on energy blockchain was by Mengelkamp et al. [9]
in the context of Brooklyn micro-grid. Further, Joseph and
Balachandra [10] systematically reviewed the milestones and
evolution of Energy Internet and presented its conceptual
model in the context of transitioning electricity system. Find-
ings of the study suggests for policy impetus for promoting
technologies such as e-payments, blockchain, and vehicle-to-
grid. Present study is an extension of Joseph and Balachan-
dra [10] to evaluate the practical implementation aspects
of Energy Internet by developing from existing smart grid
infrastructure which can be scalable to a nation-wide elec-
tricity system.

The present dearth of literature in the domain of Energy
Internet is an opportunity to formulate the research in mul-
tiple directions and to take an early mover advantage. There
are gaps in the literature which required a scientific study to
understand the energy transitions and readiness of national
electricity systems to embrace Energy Internet. Studies so far
presented the Energy Internet as a system which is strenuous
to implement in real world. In addition, an Energy Internet is
not presented as a technology which is scalable and apt for
a national electricity system. The present study is positioned

to fill these gaps and to seek answers to two major questions.
What are the enablers of Energy Internet? What is the status
of development of Energy Internet from a national electricity
system perspective?

Consequently, the specific research objectives of this study
are as follows: (i) to provide a comprehensive discussion on
smart grid which is considered as a precursor of Energy Inter-
net. The focus is on the state-of-the art of smart grid, features
of smart grids which enables Energy Internet, and related
issues and challenges; (ii) to have an in-depth systematic
review of relevant literature to present an overview of futuris-
tic Energy Internet. An elaborate discussion on the structure
of Energy Internet and various energy market mechanism are
presented. Major contributions of this paper are – (i) Review
of literature to understand the role of smart grid and its
state-of-the-art in the Energy Internet perspective; (ii) Review
of a number of notable studies on Smart Grids which are
considered as the enablers of transition to futuristic Energy
Internet. An evaluation of readiness of enablers of transi-
tion to Energy Internet is presented. (iii) Critical analysis of
present issues and challenges for smart grid implementation
in a transitioning electricity system. A global perspective of
issues and challenges are discussed, (iv) Overview of Energy
Internet, and its network structure are presented to under-
stand the significance of the futuristic electricity system; and
(v) Analysis of literature on energy market mechanisms suit-
able for Energy Internet is presented to propose future direc-
tions in this trajectory.

II. SMART GRID: THE PRECURSOR OF ENERGY INTERNET
In this section we have discussed studies which are related
and relevant to Energy Internet. Our discussion on literature
comprises recent works done in smart grids and retail energy
markets. Smart Grid provides the technology infrastructure
which is closest to Energy Internet that facilitate certain
features like bidirectional power flow and communication.

A. SMART GRID – THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
A decade ago, smart grid was a concept emerged from a col-
orful dream, and now it is the most talked topic in the energy
systems. Smart grid is a complex energy system concept with
various technology options to enhance its functionality. Such
a system is bound to propagate variety of definitions [11].
However, there are definitions set by various research agen-
cies. The most prominent ones are discussed here.

The Electricity Networks Strategy Group (ENSG) defines
smart grid as part of the electricity system, which can intel-
ligently integrate the actions of users such as generators,
consumers, and prosumers to efficiently deliver sustainable,
economic, and secure power [12]. Further, Korean Smart
Grid Institute defines smart grid as the next generation
network that integrates information and communication tech-
nologies to the existing power system to improve energy effi-
ciency through two-way exchange of electricity information
between energy consumer and suppliers in real-time [13].
The possibilities of smart grid are vast in the modern energy
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual model for smart grid by NIST.

system domain. It increases the inter-dependence among
players in the grid [14].

The National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) of the United States provides a conceptual model
as shown in FIGURE 1 [15], [16]. This is considered the
reference model for the smart grid development work taking
place around the globe. It includes seven domains, and each
domain encompasses smart grid actors.

B. SMART GRID DEVELOPMENT TRAJECTORY – GLOBAL
CONTEXT
The official policy for Smart grid initiative came alive in
the United States in the 110th U.S. Congress and it was
formalized in 2007 as Energy Independence and Security Act
(EISA 07) [2]. Under section 1305 of EISA 07, the NIST
developed three phase plan to deploy smart grid [17]. In phase
one, a roadmap for the interoperability standards of smart
grid was created. Based on this, a smart grid interoperability
panel was created in second phase. In third phase, a robust
framework for conformity and certification system for smart
grid devices was developed. In the U.S., two smart grid
initiatives are Smart Grid Demonstration Program (SGDP)
and Smart Grid Investment Grant Program (SGIG). SGDP
focuses on advanced energy storage systems and its appli-
cations. Whereas SGIG explores the possibilities of improv-
ing performance of grid through transmission infrastructure
upgradation. Similarly, in Europe, smart grid is visualized as
the infrastructure which provides integration of all national
electricity grids to build a new European electric grid. Intro-
duction of Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan) led
to creation of European Industrial Initiatives (EII) and Euro-
pean Energy Research Alliance (EERA) to move the SET
plan forward [18]. EERA founded in 2008 has a major goal
of ensuring investments are made on best available technolo-
gies [19].

The technological evolution of smart grid started with
the automated meter reading infrastructure (AMR) which
is one-way communication. AMR gave way to integration
of two-way communication through Automated Metering
Infrastructure, smart sensors, and distributed control. How-
ever, smart grid infrastructure becomes complete only when

FIGURE 2. Evolution of smart grid Source: [21].

it achieves certain capabilities such as substation automation,
self-healing, load management, emission control, consumer
portal systems, and intelligent appliances [20]. This evolution
has been depicted in FIGURE 2.

Evolution of smart grid has been extended to conceptual-
ization of micro-grids, virtual power plants and virtual energy
storages. Virtual power plants work as a cloud-based ser-
vice to aggregate the distributed energy resources to enhance
power generation. Nosratabadi et al. [22] have reviewed the
scheduling problems in distributed energy resources in the
context of micro-grid and virtual power plants.

Another important aspect of micro-grid evolution is virtual
storage. Pandžić et al. [23] have performed the analysis to
clarify the role of battery storage units owned by merchants
in a day-ahead market. The model defines virtual storage
plant as a group of battery storage units. The optimization
model helps is assessing virtual storage plant profit maxi-
mization and market clearance. The model is expanded as a
game of multiple virtual storage plants which try to maxi-
mize own profits. The study shows the importance of storage
facilities in the day-ahead scheduling which otherwise may
lead to price hikes and eventual loss for the virtual stor-
age plants. In the context of transitioning electricity system,
Cheng et al. [24] studied the cost effectiveness of virtual
energy storage system to provide functionality to the conven-
tional energy storage systems by utilizing existing network
assets. The study proposed virtual energy storage system as a
facilitator of energy transitions and low carbon technologies.
The coordinated system reduces the impact of uncertainties
of demand response by optimally managing other storage
systems. The study concludes that, virtual energy storage sys-
tems contribute to the reduction of carbon emission by pro-
viding replacement to the fossil fuel based spinning reserves.
A different aspect of virtual storage by considering build-
ings as batteries has been researched by Kats and Seal [25].
They anticipate that the next grid evolution is the widespread
adoption of virtual storages by harnessing the potential of
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buildings transforming into smart buildings. Opportunities
for virtual storage are available at smart buildings in the
form of variable power demand, optimal management of
heating/cooling devices, local power generation facilities,
and storage devices. Authors argue that this way of virtual
storage is larger, faster, less risky, and cost effective than the
installation of stationary storage battery of same capacity.
Further, Lund et al. [26] analyzed the history of smart grids
based on study by Amin and Wollenberg [27] till evolution
of the concept of smart electricity systems. Authors observed
that smart grid concepts rarely touched the wide realm of
intelligent management of multi-energy systems such as elec-
tricity, hydrogen, heat, and biofuels.

Drawing insights from the global transformation of smart
grid into virtual power plants, virtual storage systems, and
smart energy systems, we expect future decentralized elec-
tricity markets to be more cost-effective and efficient. With
this information, we have attempted to study the features of
smart grid which are enablers of future energy internet.

C. SMART GRID AS AN ENABLER OF ENERGY INTERNET
Smart grid is an important dimension of the modern elec-
tricity system. Prominent research in the context of smart
grid which are related to Energy Internet can be classi-
fied into several categories as discussed in the following
sections.

1) HOME ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Home energy management systems enable the end-consumer
to monitor, control and manage the power consumption by
home appliances [28]. Home energy management systems
provide user interface for the household energy cells to con-
trol and operate the Energy Internet. Legacy energy systems
provide information on energy consumption on a periodical
basis in the form of monthly bills. Whereas home energy
management systems in Energy Internet provide informa-
tion on real-time energy consumption, local electricity pro-
duction from rooftop SPV, real-time energy price, available
storage capacity and much more. The architecture of the
home energy management system comprises smart appli-
ances, control systems, communication systems, and in-home
displays. Home energy management systems (HEMS) pro-
vide energy feedback and smart features. Energy consumers
take appropriate decisions based on the information shown
in the in-home displays [29]. For instance, company called
smarter homes [30] deploy home energy management tech-
nologies using internet-of-things and consumer electronic
devices like iPad and Amazon Alexa to control the solar
rooftop PV, storage devices, and home appliances.

Home energy management systems aid coupling of energy
storage to the household system. For example, a study by
Roumila et al. [31] have presented a hybrid wind, photo-
voltaic, and diesel system with battery storage. The power
balancing system is designed using a fuzzy logic control
based intelligent supervisor. Similarly, another study has cho-
sen ultracapacitor as the energy storagemedium to control the

power balance between the peak power demand and fuel cell
which stores energy converted by photovoltaic panel in an
isolated load [32]. Thus, home energy management systems
in the smart grid can facilitate the household consumers
to manage their energy consumption by providing various
hardware and software solutions [33]. The envisioned energy
internet is expected to have an efficient HEMS to facilitate
comprehensive energy trade practices. Further in this section,
we have presented (TABLE 1) other related studies which
enables Energy Internet at the household level.

2) PLUG-IN ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND VEHICLE-TO-GRID
(V2G)
Plug-in electric vehicles are powered by the rechargeable
storage devices and electric motor. The energy source for
the rechargeable storage is the energy port which is placed
in home or public places [42]. Electric vehicles can play
a significant role in the demand-side-management of the
smart grid if they are managed in a distributed manner with
other electrical loads [43]. The main advantage of electric
vehicle as an energy storage medium lies in its ability to
move from place to place, whereas the static energy storage
devices could be coupled with a network and would not have
the liberty to move. Thus, electric vehicles are imperative
for the implementation of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) and Grid-
to-Vehicle (G2V) programs [44]. An optimal design to utilize
the storage potential of an electric vehicle shall consider
the cost of degradation of the electric vehicle battery [45].
However, charging of electric vehicles affects the power
quality in the smart grid by possible harmonic effect, dis-
tribution transformer effect, fault current effect and line loss
effect [46]–[50].

The willingness of the public to participate in vehicle-to-
grid (V2G) program by an electric vehicle owned is deter-
mined by range anxiety and the minimum range of the vehi-
cle [51]. Thus, the rate of adoption of electric vehicle is low
even in developed countries. However, from a power system
point of view, vehicle-to-grid offers ancillary services such
as peak load management and voltage/frequency regulation
services. Even private electric vehicles parked in the parking
facility can inject significant net power to the grid while
the vehicles are not in use with minimum discomfort to the
vehicle owner [52]. Despite these benefits, public is skeptical
about how V2G works. A study by Kester et al. [53] sug-
gest that this skepticism is due to the lack of technological
know-how about V2G. In addition, on the policy side, many
countries lack comprehensive policy framework intended for
V2G which emphasizes the major actors such as automo-
tive industry, charging station companies, distribution utility,
governments, regulators, and consumers. On the technology
side, planning of the distribution infrastructure to incorporate
V2G [54] and planning of V2G infrastructure to optimally
operate the distribution network [55] are also areas where
research is focused.

In the scheme of Energy Internet, the vehicle-to-grid tech-
nology is used to utilize the battery storage facility in the
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TABLE 1. Summary of literature on hems.

electric vehicle. Thus, it is imperative to discuss the literature
and recent studies related to the vehicle to grid technology.
We have presented important literature related to vehicle to
grid technology in Table 2.

3) RENEWABLE ENERGY INTEGRATION TO GRID AND
DISTRIBUTED GENERATION
Smart grid facilitates smooth integration of renewable energy
sources (RES) into the power transmission and distribution
networks. Electrification process in many countries is stag-
nant due to the economic unviability of grid extension to
remote locations. Electrification of such remote locations can
be done by deploying micro-grid networks with renewable
energy systems.

Self-sustaining island energy systems have been the topic
for academic research for a long time [62]–[68]. There are
studies on 100% renewable island energy systems from the
past [69]. Pfeifer et al. [70] have proposed an interconnec-
tion model between a group of islands to integrate local
renewable energy production. Besides the interconnection
provided, a plan to optimally manage the electric vehicle
battery for a demand response technology is also proposed.
The EnergyPLAN [71] model designed in the study has tested
two scenarios, namely, a big central battery concept, and
several distributed small sized batteries. Results showed that
distributed storage systems can provide more energy security
than a concentrated big storage system. Such a system is capa-
ble of utilizing the renewable energy potential and managing
the peak demand using V2G technology.

Surprisingly, RES integration is a solution for complicated
energy water nexus in island nations [69]. For such nations,

the motivation is to transform from a state of ‘full input
of energy & water (FIEW)’ to ‘zero input of energy &
water (ZIEW)’ to become independent from the mainland on
energy and water imports. Such a system for Maldives has
been proposed in study by Liu et al. [72] which makes use of
RES coupled energy water system.

In recent years, networking of micro-grid has received
attention [73]. Wang et al. [74] have studied the possibility of
networking of micro-grids through a two-stage optimization
model. The model consists of a hybrid management system
at day-ahead scheduling stage with an objective to mini-
mize the operational cost of the grid. In the second stage,
the uncertainty in the demand and supply is balanced with
a real-time dispatch algorithm. Output is a techno-economic
plan for the micro-grid networking and a risk-hedging
strategy.

Renewable energy systems are relevant not only in the
context of rural micro-grids but also in the context of urban
energy systems. A study by Weir [69] has critically reviewed
urban energy systems at the cluster level to incorporate enve-
lope solutions based on RES. It also discusses the operational
and control methods which include the optimization algo-
rithms for the energy hub concept.

Energy landscape is undergoing an accelerated change
in terms of decarbonization of centralized energy systems
and deployment of distributed energy systems with renew-
able energy as the primary source [75]. The concept of
micro-grid has emerged based on the central idea of integrat-
ing distributed energy sources, controllable loads, and storage
devices [76]. However, control of distributed energy sources
in the micro-grid is a complex task due to the variability and
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TABLE 2. Summary of literature on vehicle-to-grid technology.

intermittency issues of the renewable energy systems [77].
Such complexities can be managed by multi-agent based
approaches which compose multiple interactive intelligent
agents [78]. In addition to the enhancement of efficiency and
reduction of carbon emission, distributed generation can also
contribute towards deferral of transmission line upgradation
and expansions [79]. Thus, distributed generation is recog-
nized as the future power paradigm because of its economic,
technological, and environmental benefits [80], [81]. Further,
small-scale generators connected to the distributed energy
systems can adapt better and faster with the variations in
the load curves than the large traditional grids [82]. In brief,
the smooth functionality of the distributed energy resources
with the distribution network is dependent on the intelligent
decisions taken by the underlying technology associated with
the smart grid environment. Therefore, improving the integra-
tion of distributed generation resources to the smart grid is a
major research agenda in the current smart grid research and
development projects [83].

4) ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEMS
Electric power storage facility is the critical driving force
towards the rapid deployment of renewable energy and smart
grids [84], [85]. Energy storage systems in the past had a
limited relevance, value, and functionality because of their
high cost and inefficiency [86], [87]. For a low carbon
electricity transitioning system, it is imperative to embrace
the benefits of renewable energy generation, and storage to
establish a fully functional and optimized dynamic grid [88].
Several researchers propounded that energy storage shall be
established as a new asset class. Essential set of financial
and regulatory policies need to be framed to support their
development [89], [90]. Energy storage devices can meet
the peak power demand by negating the need for extra

generation which is often expensive. Energy storage can
defer transmission and distribution upgrades. In addition,
storage devices can act as a key enabler to offset the demand
and supply mismatch to operate the distribution network in
an economical, efficient, and environmental friendly man-
ner [14], [91]–[94]. As energy storage can benefit smart
grid deployment, smart grid can also benefit the optimized
operation of energy storage [95]. Information aggregation
facilitated by smart grid has improved the accuracy of price
and demand forecasting. Exploitation of such information
can be utilized to optimize the gain in the short term energy
market through arbitrage [94]. Finally, the scope of energy
storage in smart grid is not confined to the individual house-
hold level. Barbour et al. [96] have studied community
energy storage as the choice for energy storage in smart
grid. Their findings indicate that community energy stor-
age option yields more internal rate of return (IRR) than
household level storage. Further, the energy markets shall be
designed in such away that it promotes the community energy
storage options, especially in regions where solar potential
is high. Lund et al. [97] have discussed the cross-sectoral
smart energy systems approaches. Such approaches can lead
to identification of inexpensive technologies for thermal, gas,
and liquid fuel storage. For instance, heating systems can con-
nect electricity sector to thermal storage. Similarly, electric
vehicles can connect electricity sector to storage in transport
sector.

In addition, in the context of smart energy system,
it is to be always noted that, energy conversion and stor-
age pathway such as ‘Power-to-X’ concept which includes
‘Power-to-gas’, ‘Power-to-hydrogen’ are highly signifi-
cant [98], [99]. Table 3 shows the categorized analysis
of relevant literature on energy storage systems in smart
grid.
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TABLE 3. Summary of literature on storage systems in smart grid.

5) COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) integrates smart
meters and communication networks, meter data manage-
ment systems (MDMS), software platforms and user inter-
faces [107]. AMI facilitates two-way communication of
information between the consumer and utility regarding the
energy consumption by the end-consumer and price signals,
or load controlling signals from the utility [108]–[110]. AMI
measures and acquires energy consumption and power qual-
ity data from an end-consumer [111]. The collected informa-
tion is communicated to the central server for further analysis.
Thus, establishment of communication channel which facil-
itates the transfer of information is a need [112]. The com-
munication channel which facilitates information exchange is
bidirectional. Bidirectional communication helps to improve
the asset maintenance, energy demand management, and
energy planning capability of the utility [111].

The future of AMI is predicted to be ‘smarter’. It is
observed that, in future Artificial IntelligentMeter (AIM)will
be the choice which can manage the energy consumption of
the consumer without the external control signals. This would
be performed with the support of artificial intelligent power
quality diagnosis coupled with the AI meter device [113].
AIMs monitor and control the household appliances with
the consent from the inhabitant of a house [114]. A Smart
Multi-Power Tap (SMPT) device canwork in associationwith
the home area network (HAN) for monitoring activity of a
household’s appliances to provide improved quality of power
supply [115]. AIM also minimizes the human involvement in
the certain decision-making processes.

Alam et al. [116] have presented a radio based smart grid
communication network. The smart grid has three layers
namely, Home Area Network (HAN), Neighbourhood Area
Network (NAN), and Wide Area Network (WAN). Recent
development in the radio communication technologies and
standards such as Cognitive Radio (CR) [117], Smart Utility
Networks (SUN) [118] and TVWhite Spaces (TVWS) [118]
are profoundly accepted for the deployment of smart grid
infrastructure. Further, as the technology begin to mature,
and the rate of adoption of smart grid grows rapidly. This
requires computational technology to be adequate to analyse
the data fetched by the measuring devices in the smart grid.
For the data storage, data clouds are established. Providing
a lightweight communication architecture for the big data
transmission which swiftly responds to the network con-
gestion and management requirements is a challenge with
respect to the computational power and channel bandwidth
limits. Therefore various high capacity data transmission
algorithms are being developed [119].

D. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
In this section we discuss certain issues and challenges that
faced smart grid implementation from a global perspective.

Firstly, there remains a skepticism among the industries
regarding the development of smart grid projects. Industries
are under the belief that the progress of current smart grid
projects is slow, and government could not achieve what it has
promised. In addition, though governments provide financial
support for the research and demonstration of smart grid
pilot projects, the investment enthusiasm by the companies
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involved in smart gird deployment is low which is reflected
in its development [120].

Secondly, smart grid architecture and infrastructure are
prone to myriads of security threats and related challenges.
Some of the threats and challenges are; cyber-attacks, thefts,
natural disasters, and terrorism. The actual event for secu-
rity breach can lead to power outages, information and
technology infrastructure failure, power market chaos, cas-
cade failure of network, or even it can affect the safety of
human [121]. In addition, there are other threats and security
challenges which have been discussed in other similar studies
(refer [122]–[126]). In brief, smart grid security challenges
can be recognized in terms of authentication, authorization
and privacy of technologies [124], [127]. Energy Internet
can face similar challenges, however incorporation of tech-
nologies such as blockchain and Internet of Things (IoT) are
expected to reduce the chance of occurrences and impacts of
such security breaches and expected to take recovery actions
with minimal human intervention.

Thirdly, low penetration of electric vehicles in the mar-
ket embedded with vehicle to grid (V2G) functionality is a
challenge which hinders the adoption of electric vehicles in
energy market. Effective V2G operation involves frequent
charging and discharging of the battery which causes battery
wear. Though researchers hold a good hope on lithium ion
(LFP) battery, further research onmaximization of battery life
of vehicles engaged in V2G is imperative for its successful
deployment [128].

Fourthly, enhancement of smart grids with micro-grids.
There are few technical and regulatory challenges associated
with the micro-grid implementation with smart grid [129].
Micro-grids are subjected to frequency and voltage prob-
lems caused by imbalance between demand and sup-
ply [130], [131]. These problems can become severe in cases
where the ‘plug-and-play’ feature is provided to connect
and disconnect the generators [132]. Variation in the power
output from the renewable energy systems connected to the
micro-grid imposes challenges on maintaining the microgrid
at stable state [133], [134]. In addition, increasing share
of renewable energy may lead to transmission and distri-
bution congestion in the existing network [135]. Increasing
complexity in the system also necessitates integration of
appropriate protection devices. In micro-grid infrastructure,
the protection system is different from the traditional power
system as it involves bi-directional flow of power [131]. More
about the micro-grid protection schemes are presented in
Basak et al. [136], Mirsaeidi et al. [137], and Che et al. [138].
Finally, the challenges caused by interoperability and

conformance to standards [139], standardization of com-
munication devices [140] and cyber-security devices [141]
are needed to be addressed. Countries have assigned vari-
ous organizations for the development of smart grid stan-
dards and its inter-operability [142]. Design, development,
and manufacture of devices under the global standards are
key challenges faced for the deployment of smart grid
infrastructure.

Energy Internet is proposed as a solution to address many
of the aforementioned challenges. It is being presented as
the future revolution in the energy system that can enable a
shift in focus from large-scale centralized power generation
to large number of small distributed generation systems. This
shift in electricity generation ownership to prosumers can
lead to a deferral of investment on generation facilities by
the government. Energy Internet fosters investments by the
household and other small-scale consumers who can build
local power plants to sell/buy electricity. This reduces the
investment burden of the governmental organizations to focus
more on providing infrastructure with advanced facilities
to enable smooth electricity trade through Energy Internet.
When this infrastructure is backed by emerging technolo-
gies like blockchain and IoT, present day security threats
and challenges are addressed, however, as the advancements
in technology takes place, new security threats are prone
to emerge which are expected to be addressed by constant
innovations in cybersecurity.

Our study in Energy Internet contributes towards the opti-
mization of storage devices to minimize the battery wear.
In addition, persisting issues in smart grid related to vari-
ability and uncertainty of renewable energy systems in the
smart grid can be optimally managed by Energy Internet
through distributed energy systems management algorithms
(by future integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to Energy Internet which
does not fall under the scope of this study). Finally, stan-
dardization and interoperability are issues that need to be
addressed by the government agencies in coordination with
other concerned international agencies. Energy Internet can
bridge the gaps where the smart grid had failed to achieve.

III. THE ENERGY INTERNET – AN OVERVIEW
The emergence of the concept of Energy Internet is a result
of continuous evolution of the electricity systems. Invention
of electricity was a scientific breakthrough during the second
industrial revolution (1860-1900). Electricity struck with an
immediate deviation in the economic growth trajectory of
world countries [143]. Since then, there was a rapid transfor-
mation in the electricity generation technologies like steam
turbine driven generators to solar photovoltaic panels. There
was a shift in the mode of consumption at the consumer end
as well. Towards the end of 1880s, there were few city blocks
of United States were lighted up through Edison’s design
of decentralized power generation and distribution. Slow but
steady rise in the primary demand of electricity urged the
erection of large-scale centralized power stations. As energy
intensive economic activities challenged the reliability and
quality of existing electricity systems, engineers and poli-
cymakers relied on addition of more and more generation
capacity and they believed that meeting demand by addition
of more generation capacity is the panacea to the prevailing
challenges. However, rapid advancements in the Informa-
tion Technology (IT) in the twenty first century manifested
its ability to integrate it for the enhancement of reliability,
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quality, and efficiency of the power systems. Penetration of
technology made it easier to manage the transmission and
distribution networks through sophisticated devices and its
functional software platforms [144]. The concept of ’Smart
Grid’ emerged through the incorporation of IT infrastructure
in the power system that catalyzed the expansion of the sec-
tor. Smart grid infrastructure facilitated smooth deployment
of micro-grids to facilitate the distributed power generation
and its distribution through off-grid and on-grid topologies.
It also ensured coordination between the distributed genera-
tors and consumption centers in optimal configuration with
the hardware and software support like sensors and artificial
intelligence.

Evolution in the network structure also resulted in con-
comitant effects in the business perspective of the power sec-
tor. Emergence of power markets, integration of small-scale
renewable energy systems, incorporation of electric vehicle
charging stations, etc., became too complex to manage with
a basic smart grid network. Energy Internet is an advance-
ment from the smart grid, which is envisaged as capable of
managing millions of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs),
storage devices, and loads effectively [145].

Energy Internet as an emerging technology provides a
platform for the prosumers to generate, consume and sell
their own surplus electricity generated at the backyard [146].
The proposition of ‘Energy Internet’ concept was inspired by
the evolution took place in the information internet (world
wide web) since its inception [7]. The centralized computing
infrastructure of 1980s gave way to a new generation com-
puting infrastructure which is distributed and resource opti-
mized [147]. Modern computing devices like desktop PCs,
laptops, and iPads do function like distributed computing by
sharing the information through cloud infrastructure. Similar
paradigm shift can be achieved in the Energy Internet, where,
the role designated by the centralized power stations to serve
the power demand, would be performed by large number
of small distributed renewable energy systems connected to
the reliable distribution infrastructure supported by modern
technologies [6].

Rifkin [3] presented the concept of Energy Internet with
four main features. First, renewable energy is the primary
energy source in the Energy Internet. Second, Energy Inter-
net should support integration of large number of dis-
tributed renewable energy systems and storage devices.
Third, it should facilitate bi-directional flow of energy and
communication. Fourth, it should support the future needs
of electric mobility [145]. These characteristics induce con-
ducive environment for the development of new power sys-
tem business models, integration of new storage technologies
to energy systems, and to shift from internal combustion
engine centric mobility to electric mobility which is more
environment friendly.

The Energy Internet architecture is analogous to the
consumer-to-consumer (C2C) e-commerce business like
e-Bay where a consumer directly interacts with another con-
sumer without the presence of any third party [148], [149].

In Energy Internet, there are millions of selfish entities
including residential, commercial, and industrial consumers
which interact with each other through the network to max-
imize their own benefits [6]. These entities are called as
Energy Cells [6], [7]. An Energy Cell consists of local elec-
tric generator, storage devices, dispatchable/non-dispatchable
electric loads and electric vehicles [2], [150]. Energy Cells
are connected to the Energy Internet for energy trade through
the network infrastructure provided by Utility Cell. Utility
Cell operates and maintains the infrastructure for the energy
transactions and a clearance house facilitate the actual energy
trade through appropriate price discovery mechanism [6],
[7], [148].

The plug-and-play feature of Energy Internet facilitates
fast and smooth coupling and decoupling of distributed
renewable energy systems and storage devices to the network.
Presence of plug-and-play interface is crucial because the
coupling and decoupling of renewable energy systems and
storage devices can cause disruptions in the grid, and selec-
tion of apposite converter topology is important [151], [152].
The plug-and-play interface and an open-source-standard
based software for the communication would be integrated
to a device called Energy Router [153], [154] which func-
tions similar to the network router in information internet.
Research and development of energy router are at the nascent
stage [155]. Yet, there are innovative prototype designs based
on solid state transformers [5], and multilevel converter
topologies [156], [157], which are under the development.

A. STRUCTURE OF ENERGY INTERNET
Rifkin [3] has presented four characteristics for Energy
Internet. Those are; (1) Renewable energy is considered as
the main primary energy source in the system; (2) Energy
Internet should support integration of large-scale distributed
generation and energy storage devices; (3) Internet is the
base technology for the energy and information sharing; and
(4) Energy Internet should support the electrification of the
transport systems.

The implication of these characteristics can lead to shift
to a new way of management of the power system like
incentivizing the prosumers, deployment of charging stations
for plug-in electric vehicles, bolstering of Internet network
backbone for the reliable data transfer, and promotion of new
storage technologies including pumped storage hydro power
plant.

The plausibility of plug-and-play mechanism to connect
the energy cells to the Energy Internet has been studied
since 2010 [5]. FIGURE 3 shows the layout of the Energy
Internet at various levels. The new power distribution system
discussed here is different from the legacy power distribution
system in terms of energy delivery mechanism. The doted
box represents the participants of Energy Internet market
mechanism. While the green box denotes the energy cell,
the blue box indicates the utility cell. Detailed characteristics
and functions of energy cells and utility cells are discussed
in the next section. All energy cells are connected to the
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FIGURE 3. Energy internet architecture.

network through a device called Energy Router [153]. The
power electronics module of the energy router connects the
device to the power grid, storage devices, local generator, and
loads. Utility cell injects power to the network to balance the
demand and supply in case the supply from the energy cells
is not matched with the demand. Communication module in
the energy router communicates with other energy routers to
transfer the demand and supply parameters data [154], [153].
Energy storage plays an important role in the Energy Internet,
but so far, the impact of energy storage has not been studied
extensively. We hope that, electric vehicle and other virtual
storage mechanisms can have a significant role in the energy
storage.

In the envisioned energy internet model, there can be a
facility to optimally manage the network depending on the
power surplus and deficit status. If the power is deficit in
a particular location, power can be drawn from the idle
plugged-in electric vehicle in the same locality. If the power
is surplus, then the vehicle can be charged. Thus, the losses
associatedwith the transportation of power can beminimized.

TABLE 4 presents a comparison of the Energy Inter-
net architecture to the Information Internet architecture.
As the Energy Internet scenario is a paradigm shift from the
present personal computing and internet architecture, many

technological concepts can be adopted for the betterment of
the system.

B. ENERGY MARKET MECHANISMS FOR ENERGY
INTERNET – A REVIEW
Future renewable heating, green gas and liquid fuel mar-
kets would influence the electricity market [158]. In this
aspect, Energy Internet is capable of reforming itself to be
a multi-energy system. However, in this study, the focus is
limited to Energy Internet that facilitates an electricity trad-
ing mechanism which is different from multi-energy system.
Energy Internet architecture is capable of incorporating a
fully functional energy market for the energy cells [148].
For example, the existing power exchanges in India function
based on the auction-based bidding mechanism [159]. This
mechanism is suitable for static liberalized markets where
the network topology and market structure are easy to pre-
determine. However, in Energy Internet, energy cells inte-
grated with the Energy Internet are heterogeneous in nature
with conflicting interests. With such a characteristic, auction-
based bidding may not be an efficient market mechanism [6].
The possible solution is a real-time pricing of electricity
which reflect the dynamic demand and supply balance. Our
exploration to find a suitable real-time pricing mechanism
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TABLE 4. Comparison between information internet and energy internet.

for trading among energy cells in the Energy Internet has
ended up in selection of game-theoretical algorithms, which
we have been explained in the upcoming sub-sections.

1) GAME-THEORETIC POWER MARKET MODELS IN
PRE-SMART GRID ERA
Studies which deal with conflicts between the interactive
decision makers have been analyzed with game theory
models. Scalability of game-theoretic algorithms catalyzed
its wide adoption for designing energy markets in recent
years [160]–[165]. For example, Ruusunen et al. [161] have
proposed a design of transaction agreement of an electricity
exchange in power pool. Using cooperative game theory,
the problem of contract definition is approached. Authors
have modelled based on a non-additive function to maximize
the individual cost reductions. This has ensured the fair divi-
sion of cost savings. In an another example, Min et al. [166]
modelled a coordination procedure for an independent system
operator. Study proposes a non-cooperative dynamic game to
find the optimal strategy for generation companies. Model
has been validated using numerical example of three-Genco
system. The approach given by Min et al. [166] is a typical
example for game theoretic algorithms designed to validate
small samples which can be also applied to a large setting.
In literature, even before the conceptualization of Energy
Internet, there were power market algorithms designed using
game theory.

Geerli et al. [167] have attempted to derive an operational
rule for a power market with an independent power pro-
ducer (IPP) and a utility service provider. The model has
been designed based on a non-cooperative game to analyze
the negotiation between a utility and a coalition of IPPs.
Further, the analysis has been extended to carryout negoti-
ation between utility and individual IPPs. The key finding
from this paper signifies that the price of electricity which is
procured from the IPPs is cheaper than the utility owned gen-
erators. Further with negotiation models, Xing and Wu [160]

have proposed a Stackelberg game based on oligopolistic
theory. The model has designed a negotiable long-term con-
tract between build-operate-transfer (BOT) investor and a
power utility. The model shows that, for a BOT power plant,
electricity price and fixed annual energy can be simultane-
ously determined using Stackelberg model. Later, Jia and
Yokoyama [168] have proposed a scheme to allocate the
profit between the cooperating IPPs in a retail market. Profit
allocation is decided based on Shapley value and the nucle-
olus. Result of the model shows that cooperation between
the IPPs will result in more profit than individual compe-
tition. Meanwhile, auction game models could contribute
insights on pool-based electricity markets existed in the same
period. Gan et al. [169] observed that in pure strategy sense,
games in electricity market need not possess a Nash equilib-
rium. In such cases, quasi-equilibrium provides an alternative
approach. In a similar context of single auction power pools,
Kang et al. [170] have modelled a simultaneous-move game
by the suppliers. They found that pure strategy Nash equilib-
rium solution concept is apt for simultaneous non-cooperative
games which contradicts the findings of Gan et al. [169].
As an addition in pool market, Generation expansion plan-
ning (GEP) in a pool power market is addressed by Shayan-
far et al. [171]. They have presented a master and a slave
algorithm where the master level is modelled with modified
game theoretic algorithm and slave level is modelled with
improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA). The method determined
the requirement of power plant installations for the GEP
horizon. It has been observed that expansion planning of
generation companies decreases market clearance price.

2) GAME-THEORETIC POWER MARKET MODELS IN THE
PRESENT CONTEXT
As we discussed in the earlier sections, the legacy power
grid evolved into smart grid and the research in game theory
domain also adapted to the same evolution. Saad et al. [172]
studied game theoretic method for smart grid applications.
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They elaborated how cooperative and non-cooperative strate-
gies are possible in a micro-grid. Saad also suggested future
extensions of coalitional and non-cooperative game theory
applications in micro-grid distribution networks. In the paper
by Dabbagh and Sheikh-El-Eslami [8], a stochastic program-
ming approach is used to study the participation of a Virtual
Power Plant (VPP). A day-ahead market and a balancing
market have been designed by considering uncertainties asso-
ciated with renewable energy systems, prices, and consumer
loads. Day-ahead market algorithm is run to schedule the
power dispatch and real-time correction of forecasted demand
and actual demand, is performed by day-of power delivery
algorithm.

3) GAME-THEORETIC POWER MARKET MODELS FOR
ENERGY INTERNET
Application of game theory in Energy Internet is
relatively new. Su and Huang [6] applied Nikaido-Isoda
function and Relaxation algorithm (NIRA) to formulate a
mathematical model to design a day-ahead market for the
non-cooperative energy cells. Adoption of special class of
numerical algorithm called relaxation algorithm in trade is
old as more than three decades. Earlier works in relaxation
algorithm [173]–[176] is perfect example for the relatively
fast convergence of the algorithm with a fair accuracy. Earlier
work byContreras et al. [177] presented howNIRA algorithm
is used to calculate Nash-Cournot equilibria in electricity
markets with coupled constrained algorithm. Bilateral Shap-
ley value and kernel are used for the fair distribution of
profit among the cooperating consumers. Further, the study
was extended by Zhang et al. [7] by formulating an energy
market model for profit allocation among the cooperating
energy cells using NIRA algorithm. Profit allocation among
the cooperating energy cells is performed with Shapley value
method.

Optimization models from the aforementioned literature
were adopted to formulate energy market for Energy Internet.
In TABLE 5 we have presented the most relevant literature
related to Energy Internet and day-ahead energymarket based
on Energy Internet published in the past.

4) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY AND ITS VIVID
APPLICATIONS
Blockchain is an incorruptible digitally distributed ledger
of economic transactions that can record virtually every-
thing of value [178]. The working principle of blockchain
technology is based on shared ledger broadcasted to all the
participants (see FIGURE 4). It uses distributed consensus
algorithm [179] to make everyone to agree on the proposal
to ensure consistency [180], smart contracts [181] for com-
pliance tracking of each participants [182], and cryptogra-
phy based security measures to facilitate the trade [183].
Thus, it provides a robust and resilient cybersecurity solu-
tion with anonymity to the user [184]. Blockchain also
mitigates the risk of double-spending associated with dig-
ital money [185]. The double-spending risk mitigation is

dependent on the compute-intensive algorithm. This comput-
ing algorithm is used to confirm transactions and to add new
blocks to the blockchain. In order to confirm these transac-
tions, experts compete with each other (called as miners) to
verify the transactions by solving the puzzles. This ‘proof-of-
work’ (consensus algorithm to confirm the transaction and to
add new blocks to the existing blockchain) [184] is energy
demanding and currently used for bitcoin applications, it is in
the order of 100MW and nonetheless it is debated [185]. Fur-
ther, blockchain provides features such as, (1) transparency
thereby providing access to easily auditable data, (2) redun-
dancy thereby distributing a copy of data to all the participants
to preventmalpractice by third party, (3) immutability thereby
making the alteration in the records extremely arduous, and
(4) disintermediation thereby eliminating middlemen such as
banks or energy utility [186]

Application of Blockchain technology is not limited to
Bitcoin or in the area of finance. Blockchain has been used in
supply chain, healthcare, retail, agriculture, etc. For instance,
blockchain applied in automotive supplier payments by Aus-
tralian vehicle manufacturer Tomcar to pay to the suppliers in
Israel and Taiwan. Likewise, in healthcare sector, applications
such as; patient data management, drug counterfeiting [187]
and many more [188].

Blockchain in energy markets provides complete
transaction log and continuous tracing of all the energy
transactions [9]. However, the technology still poses certain
challenges. Some of the challenges are; storage of metadata
and digital data, disputes over the copyrights, network effect
issues and legal issues [186].

5) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN ENERGY DOMAIN
We have categorised the literature in blockchain based energy
trading into direct energy trading models and indirect energy
trading models. In direct energy trading model category,
the discussion is focused on literature related to trading in
actual energy on the peer-to-peer consumer platform, and
in indirect energy trading model, literature which discusses
energy traded in its equivalent forms are included.

Sikorski et al. [189] has demonstrated blockchain based
model for small-scale electricity market. Model successfully
established blockchain for machine-to-machine electricity
market in a chemical industry based on proof-of-concept
implementation. The model consists of three participants,
namely, two producers and one consumer, and market trans-
action takes place according to the bids and offers. Authors
argue that, blockchain can successfully support an electricity
market. In the context of Citizen utilities, Green and New-
man [190] argues that, there would be a paradigm shift in
the present role of utilities to local community micro-grids
with blockchain support. The grid is also expected to be
more resilient with these micro-grids dominated by Solar
Photovoltaic distributed generators.

Applications of blockchain can be found in both public and
private domains. Bitcoin is an example of public blockchain.
In energy trading applications, such as micro-grids [191] and
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TABLE 5. Relevant literature related to energy markets based on energy internet.

FIGURE 4. Centralized transaction vs. blockchain transaction.

energy internet, private blockchain is more desirable [192].
Energy trade can take place based on virtual currency for
transaction settlement. Mihaylov et al. [193] have intro-
duced NRGcoin for renewable energy market. Energy can be
injected and absorbed from the grid and equivalent NRGcoin
can be earned or spent. Value of the coin is determined
based on the exchange rates. This model is claimed to be
scalable as the new entrants would not increase the com-
plexity of the system. Further, blockchain can facilitate a
localmarketmodel to trade carbon emissions as demonstrated
in Kawasmi et al. [194] using Bitcoins. Model features an
anonymous trading platform for carbon emission trading.
Similarly, a study by Aitzhan and Svetinovic [195] have sim-
ulated and presented a token based peer-to-peer energy trans-
action mechanism using proof-of-concepts, multi-signatures,
and anonymous messaging for the price negotiations by
eliminating the reliance on third party. Authors argue that,
appropriate combination of blockchain, multi-signature, and
anonymous message streams can achieve higher degree of
privacy and security compared to legacy grid.

A project called TransActive grid, initiated by LO3 energy
has started the project with 200 smart meters in the neighbor-
hoods of Brooklyn, New York. The residents are facilitated
to sell their surplus energy and consumers can buy power
from the same platform through virtual micro-grid based
on blockchain [196]. Mengelkamp et al. [9] has analyzed
the Brooklyn Micro-grid Project by LO3 and their find-
ings suggest that, there are several advantages of blockchain
based energy markets, like, local community participation for
renewable energy integration to the system, lower transaction
costs, and shorter payment cycles. Nevertheless, local author-
ities should revise the regulations to maximize the benefit of
these advantages. However, Brooklyn micro-grid works by
appropriately matching the bids and offers from the buyers
and sellers, which is a common practice by the present-day
energy trading.

Energy Market clearance using game-theory and facilita-
tion of energy trade with the support of blockchain technol-
ogy has received wide appreciation in the academic research
domain. However, in the present electricity business models,
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its deployment is at nascent stage. Energy markets across
globe make use of dispatch based on merit order of offers and
bids which is often solved using linear programming [197].
In a practical sense, energy market operators shall be encour-
aged to adopt game theory-based energy market mechanism
to evaluate its economic efficiency. Implementation process
shall take up a small-scale to large-scale levels and replication
of network-by-network implementation strategy.

IV. DISCUSSIONS
Existing works in smart grids and Energy Internet provides
enlightenment in the technical aspects. Studies have dis-
cussed the concepts, architectures, structures, and energy
trading mechanisms of Energy Internet. However, from a
real-world implementation perspective, this study discusses
development of Energy Internet from the existing smart grid
infrastructure by focusing on the relevant technologies which
act as key enablers. Few of these enabling technologies are
already established and accessible. However, cost of these
products remains high for an individual to access. Apprehen-
sions over the reduction of cost of technologies such as stor-
age systems, renewable energy systems, etc., over the years
deter large investors on diffusing funds. In such cases, utilities
can promote establishment of essential infrastructures by
the end-consumers at their premises for the development of
Energy Internet.

Study presents Energy Internet as a futuristic electricity
systemwhich can bemade ready for implementation by trans-
forming existing smart grid infrastructures.With the advance-
ments in the current communication, energy management
and payment technologies, Energy Internet is not a distant
dream. It is capable to take various configurations to match
the needs of the electricity system. For a network with few
generators, prosumers, and consumers, Energy Internet can
facilitate a peer-to-peer energy trading platform. Whereas,
for a nation-wide network, Energy Internet can intercon-
nect small-scale and large-scale energy sharing networks
to facilitate energy trades. In countries where smart grid
is well established can deploy Energy Internet in the form
of small-scale energy sharing networks with existing smart
grid technologies such as home energy management systems,
renewable energy integration to the grid, energy storage sys-
tems and vehicle-to-grid technology. However, there are few
hindrances related to policies which make these technologies
arduous to access. On the policy frontier, regulatory bod-
ies shall ease the procurement and deployment of advanced
infrastructures at right specifications. Policies shall support
utilization of data from such advanced devices to transform to
a big data based artificial intelligence supported supervision
system. Further, policy requirements for standardization and
interoperability coordination between devices and agencies
involved in the process shall be addressed.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a synthesis of state-of-the-art of smart
grids. Smart grid was recognized as the precursor to the
Energy Internet. A detailed discussion on how evolutions in

smart grid can play a significant role in enabling transition
to Energy Internet was presented. This transition would be
possible through features such as; home energy manage-
ment, vehicle-to-grid program, renewable energy integration
to grid, energy storage systems and communication technolo-
gies. It was observed that technologies, infrastructures, and
operational strategies of energy systems were established for
the transition to Energy Internet. However, there existed cer-
tain challenges such as; skepticism of investors, cyberthreats,
regulatory challenges, interoperability and standardization
issues are related to governance, institutions, and policies.
Transitioning national electricity systems which can address
aforementioned challenges are best suited for the implemen-
tation of Energy Internet. Such systems can develop Energy
Internet withmarginal incremental cost in their budget alloca-
tion. Therefore, these aspects play significant roles in decid-
ing the readiness of an electricity system for the transition
to Energy Internet. This is an area where further research is
required.

The second part of the paper provides an overview of
Energy Internet, its structure and energy market mechanisms.
Game theoretic algorithms were widely used to formulate
energy market algorithms since pre-smart grid era. In the
modern era, an energymarket based on blockchain is nowhere
different from this. In future, researchers can formulate
energy blockchain based markets in Energy Internet using
game theoretic algorithms. By realizing such energy market
model one can observe instantaneous energy trading and
payment in Energy Internet through energy blockchains.
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